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Darkflash S200 Computer fan (black)

Darkflash S200 computer fan (black)
Provide your computer with an optimal cooling system. The Darkflash S200 fan is equipped with 9 blades and works extremely efficiently,
yet quietly - don't be afraid of annoying noise. It also features an impressive service life of up to 100,000 hours. The square design with
sharp  edges  gives  it  a  stylish  touch  and provides  unsurpassed stability,  while  the  intelligent  PWM control  allows  you  to  automatically
adjust its operation to suit your current needs. The fan is also very easy to install.
 
Impressive performance
Now you can play dynamic games and use more aggravating programs without worry. You don't have to worry that your computer will
overheat! The S200 fan will provide your hardware configuration with reliable cooling - it has as many as 9 blades that guarantee perfect
airflow. Its additional advantage is the PWM controller, which intelligently adjusts the speed to the current temperature inside the case.
 
Quiet operation
Enjoy peace of mind when you're playing your favorite titles or working on your next graphics project. Despite its high performance, the
S200  fan  runs  extremely  quietly  -  its  volume  level  is  only  about  32  dBA.  This  was  made  possible  by  8  anti-vibration  pads,  which
effectively reduce resonance and thus reduce annoying noise.
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ManufacturerDarkflashModelS200ColorBlackDimensions130  x  120  x  25  mmFan  speed600  ±200  -  1800  ±10%  RPMNoise  level32  dBA
(max.)Airflow75.8 CFMStatic pressure2.6 mm H2OMTTFApprox. 100,000 hBearing typeFDB hydraulic bearingCurrent240 ±20% mA

Price:

Before: € 12.0048

Now: € 10.50
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